Sonoran Beads Project Sheet

Jewelry Designed by Nina Kersten

Coconut Dreams Necklace
Finished length approx. 19 inches
Materials needed:
Available at SonoranBeads.com:
 1 Str - Boro coconuts #21864
 18” - SilverSilk Silver 3 needle round knitted
wire #2456
 14- 3x3 crimp beads #2532
From your stash:
 Silver crimp covers
 1-2mm silver hook & eye clasp
Tools needed:
 Wire cutters
 Crimp tool
 Chain nose pliers
 Felt tip marker
 Superglue
 Measuring tape or ruler

Sonoran Beads
Step-by-step instructions:
1. Cut a piece of SilverSilk 18” long (or whatever length you prefer). Fold it in half and find the
center and make a small mark with your felt tip marker.
2. Slide a coconut onto the wire until it covers the mark you made in step 1. Slide a crimp bead
onto the wire on one side of the coconut until it rests next to the coconut and crimp it. Cover
it with a crimp cover. Slide a crimp bead onto the wire on the other side of the coconut until
it rests next to the coconut and crimp it. Cover it with a crimp cover. This is your center bead
cluster. You will now work out from this point on each side of the center cluster.
3. Make a mark on the wire one inch from the last crimp cover added to the center cluster. Slide
a crimp bead over the mark, crimp and cover it. Add a coconut, crimp and cover to complete
the cluster.
4. Repeat step 3 to add the remaining cluster for that side.
5. Fold the end of the SilverSilk over about ¼ inch, dab it with Suoerglue and slide it into one of
the crimp ends. Crimp the center section with your chain nose pliers.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 on the other side of the center cluster to complete the other side of
the necklace.
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